Shaping our university together
Who are we?

- Students actively working for you!
- From different semesters, study programs and faculties
Who are we?

- We represent your interests towards the university
HoPo - High School Politics

What we do?
HoPo - Representing You
HoPo - Shaping Education

- create new study programs
- reform existing study programs
- digitalise courses
- fund and support MOOC
HoPo - Shaping the Regulations

- Examination Regulations
- Course Registration Regulations
- Academic Progress Regulations
- Acquisit new Tools and course formats
HoPo - Controlling Education Quality

- Surveys & Statistics
- Evaluate current teaching formats and tools
- Compulsory Apprenticeship Ordinance (LUFV)
- Fund Innovative Teaching Formats
Department for environment

We are about 60 students from various study programmes (Team Garching + City)
Lecture Series: Environment
Since 30 years (over 480 lectures)

- 2 lecture series: City Campus and Campus Garching, this semester: recordings
- Public and interdisciplinary
- 3 ECTS (Garching) or 1 ECTS (City) as support electives
- This semester’s motto: Environment and Health
Projects

- Film screening
- Green Canteen
- Sustainable Lifeguide
- Urban Gardening at TUM
- ...
Department for environment

Contact

- umweltreferat
- @rivoumwelt
- https://asta-umweltreferat.fs.tum.de
What else do we do?

Study rooms, StudiTUM houses
What do we do?

Events

- maiTUM (cancelled)
- TUNIX (cancelled)
- GARNIX (cancelled)
- Lecture hall slam (cancelled)
- MeUp (cancelled)
- And many more...
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What do we do?  
Shaping Student Life in Munich
What do we do?

Services

And much more...
Contact us!

Student Council
TU München
Arcisstr. 17
80333 München

Web: sv.tum.de
Tel.: 089 289-22990
Mail: sv@fs.tum.de
Facebook: @sv4tum
Instagram: sv4tum
Want to be part of it?

Student Council
TU München
Arcisstr. 17
80333 München

Web: sv.tum.de
Tel.: 089 289-22990
Mail: sv@fs.tum.de
Facebook: @sv4tum
Instagram: sv4tum

Get-together event
When? 29th of October

Register at wiki.tum.de/x/oIJGJQ

Meeting for interested students for the department of environment
Today, 6:00 pm via Zoom
→ Mail to uref-mitmachen@fs.tum.de for access
Any questions?

Student Council
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Arcisstr. 17
80333 München

Web: sv.tum.de
Tel.: 089 289-22990
Mail: sv@fs.tum.de
Facebook: @sv4tum
Instagram: sv4tum
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